Sustainability and Conservation in the Amazon

Treasuring the Amazon
Teacher Notes

Discover the Diversity of Life in the Amazon:
•

Biodiversity and biomass:
Take a look at the global biodiversity visualizations depicted here:
https://biodiversitymapping.org/wordpress/index.php/global-visualizations/
Ask students: What do images such as these tell us about the Amazon?

Clearly the Amazon rainforest is an area of exceptionally high biodiversity, meaning that it
supports many species. It also is quite high in productivity, meaning that it produces a large
total biomass per unit area. Why are these metrics important? The Amazon supports many
species that are found nowhere else on earth. These provide food, fiber, wood, and
medicines. Each species is valuable in its own right, and collectively they build ecosystem
stability and resilience and provide ecosystem services of importance throughout the world.
•

Indigenous people:
Not only is the Amazon a rich ecological biome, it also is home to about 380 indigenous
groups who have lived in the rainforest for thousands of years. Some live much as we do,
while others rely on the rainforest for their food, shelter, and medicines. Increasingly, these
people and resources on which they depend are threatened by external forces beyond their
control.
View the documentary film, Guardians of the Forest, for an in-depth view of the Maijuna
indigenous people and their ongoing struggle for ecological and cultural survival in the
Peruvian Amazon.
Have students read The Last Stand of the Amazon (provided as Student Reading #1, or
online here: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/apr/03/last-stand-of-theamazon)
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Consider the Fate of the Amazon – Opposing worldviews:
Have students read Amazon’s fate hangs on outcome of war between opposing worldviews
(provided as Student Reading #2, or online here:
https://news.mongabay.com/2017/04/amazons-fate-hangs-on-outcome-of-war-betweenopposing-worldviews/), then discuss these opposing points of view:
• The Amazon should be protected intact because its forests and rivers are valuable for their
own sake, and for the livelihoods, biodiversity, ecological services and climate change
mitigation that they provide.
• Amazon forests and rivers are natural resources to be used for economic gain through
activities such as logging, mining, oil and gas extraction, hunting, cattle ranching, and
commercial agriculture.
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Background Information on the Amazon
Protecting What Protects Us: A Network of Conservation Areas in the Amazon
https://www.unenvironment.org/news-and-stories/story/protecting-what-protects-us-networkconservation-areas-amazon
The Amazon is home to 1/3 of all the world´s species, and 1/2 of the world´s tropical
forests. Known as the world's lungs, it is capable of producing oxygen, of conserving soils
and controlling soil erosion, of regulating the climate and the rain cycles, of controlling
pests and diseases, and of providing foods that are essential to human beings. But this
organ that is so vital for the planet is showing many signs of having fallen ill: as a
consequence of climate change, the Amazon is being affected by the rise in the average
temperature and by the change in rainfall patterns. This all has an impact on the
ecosystems' equilibrium and increases their vulnerability…
Protected areas are considered to be one of the best strategies to conserve biological
diversity. They can serve as important reservoirs of natural capital. A global network of
protected areas - where human activities are managed so as to preserve the structure and
function of the full range of ecosystems - is one of the best ways to continue to obtain
benefits for present and future generations, with the ultimate objective of achieving a
significant reduction in the rate of biodiversity loss.
Amazon Deforestation and Climate Change
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/amazon-deforestation-and-climate-change/
The Amazon rainforest absorbs one-fourth of the CO2 absorbed by all the land on Earth. The
amount absorbed today, however, is 30% less than it was in the 1990s because of
deforestation. A major motive for deforestation is cattle ranching. China, the United States,
and other countries have created a consumer demand for beef, so clearing land for cattle
ranching can be profitable—even if it’s illegal. The demand for pastureland, as well as
cropland for food such as soybeans, makes it difficult to protect forest resources.
Forest Carbon in Amazonia: The Unrecognized Contributions of Indigenous Territories and
Protected Natural Areas
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17583004.2014.990680#.VH4N-zHF_Tp
55% of the carbon stored above ground in the Amazon is located in indigenous territories
and protected lands. Sequestration of this carbon is critical to the stability of the global
climate as well as to the livelihoods of indigenous peoples and the health of the ecosystems
they inhabit. However, nearly 20% of tropical forests across Amazonia are at risk from legal
and illegal logging, construction of new roads and dams, and the expansion of commercial
agriculture, mining, and petroleum industries. These pressures are exacerbated because
governments have failed to recognize or enforce indigenous land rights.
Ask an Amazon Expert: Why We Can't Afford to Lose the Rain Forest,
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/news/ask-amazon-expert-why-we-cant-afford-lose-rainforest/)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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The Amazon basically makes half of its own rainfall. Moisture comes in off the Atlantic
Ocean, falls as rain in the Amazon forest, and about three-quarters of it evaporates back
into the atmosphere. This then gets carried west and most of it turns into rain again closer
to the Andes, where it falls and feeds the Amazon river system. This system holds about
20% of the world’s river water, which is huge. What isn’t rained out of the Andes disperses
north and south, with the southern portion being really important for agriculture in Brazil
and Argentina. So, São Paulo’s current drought—possibly the worst in its history—is
happening partly because the region is getting less rainfall from the Amazon.
It’s estimated that 20% of the Amazon rain forest has disappeared during the past 50
years. Deforestation due to agriculture, urbanization, and illegal logging is not only
threatening the millions of unique plant and animal species native to the Amazon River
region, it’s affecting humans worldwide. Whether it’s extreme drought in São Paulo, the
multibillion-dollar illegal wildlife trade, or the catastrophic impacts of climate change,
threats to the Amazon are having a very tangible ripple effect around the globe
Trees in the Amazon Make Their Own Rain
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/08/trees-amazon-make-their-own-rain
Previous research showed early accumulation of moisture in the atmosphere over
the Amazon, but scientists weren’t sure why. “All you can see is the water vapor, but you
don’t know where it comes from,” says Rong Fu, a climate scientist at the University of
California, Los Angeles. Satellite data showed that the increase coincided with a “greening”
of the rainforest, or an increase in fresh leaves, leading researchers to suspect the moisture
might be water vapor released during photosynthesis. In a process called transpiration,
plants release water vapor from small pores on the underside of their leaves.
Fu thought it was possible that plants were releasing enough moisture to build lowlevel clouds over the Amazon. But she needed to explicitly connect the moisture to the
tropical forest. So Fu and her colleagues observed water vapor over the Amazon with
NASA’s Aura satellite, a spacecraft dedicated to studying the chemistry of Earth’s
atmosphere. Moisture that evaporates from the ocean tends to be lighter than water vapor
released into the atmosphere by plants. That’s because during evaporation, water
molecules containing deuterium, a heavy isotope of hydrogen made of one proton and one
neutron, get left behind in the ocean. By contrast, in transpiration, plants simply suck water
out of the soil and push it into the air without changing its isotopic composition.
Aura found that the early moisture accumulating over the rainforest was high in
deuterium— “too high to be explained by water vapor from the ocean,” Fu says. What’s
more, the deuterium content was highest at the end of the Amazon’s dry season, during the
“greening” period when photosynthesis was strongest.
The tree-induced rain clouds could have other domino effects on the weather. As
those clouds release rain, they warm the atmosphere, causing air to rise and triggering
circulation. Fu and colleagues believe that this circulation is large enough that it triggers the
shift in wind patterns that will bring in more moisture from the ocean, they report in
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Scientists have studied the connection between trees and rain in the Amazon
before. A 2012 study found that plants help “seed” the atmosphere for rain by releasing
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tiny salt particles. But the new study strongly supports the idea that plants play an
important role in triggering the rainy season, says Scott Saleska, an ecologist at the
University of Arizona in Tucson, who was not involved with the work. The deuterium
provides a clear “fingerprint” for what plants contribute to the process, he says.
The findings also address a long-standing debate about the role plants play in
weather, says Saleska, suggesting that they are more than just “passive recipients,” and that
they instead can play an active role in regulating rainfall. If that’s true in the Amazon,
Saleska says, climate scientists will need to take into account practices like deforestation
when predicting regional changes in weather patterns. And curbing deforestation will be an
important step for people to take in preventing drought.
Amazon Seeds Its Own Rain
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2012/08/amazon-seeds-its-own-rain
The Amazon rainforest makes its own rain. That's the conclusion of a new study,
which finds that microscopic bits of potassium-rich salt spewed skyward by trees and fungi
may be seeding much of the region’s precipitation. Because aerosols also scatter light back
into space, they can cool Earth’s surface as well.
Unless temperatures are extremely cold, raindrops don’t just form in thin air;
molecules of water vapor must actually aggregate around a tiny core. Those seeds can
either be particles such as mineral dust, soot, salt spray from the ocean—even airborne
bacteria—or droplets such as the sulfur dioxide spewed by volcanoes. Scientists previously
knew that the organic-rich particles of haze floating above the Amazon Basin acted as the
seeds for much of the rainfall there, but what had served to trigger the growth of those
particles—known scientifically as secondary organic aerosols—was a big mystery, says
Christopher Pöhlker, an atmospheric chemist at the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry in
Mainz, Germany.
Now, field studies by Pöhlker and his colleagues hint that the forest itself is the
ultimate source of its own precipitation. The team’s detailed analyses of tiny aerosols
slurped from the air above the rainforest during the rainy season at a remote site 150
kilometers northwest of Manaus, Brazil, revealed that a tiny chunk of potassium-rich salt
lies at the core of most of the particles. For aerosols measuring about 0.15 micrometers
across, the salty core accounted for as much as 20% of the particle’s weight; in larger
aerosols, the fraction of weight due to the core was much smaller. Together, these trends
suggest that the bits of salt act as the seeds upon which the organic-rich haze particles
grow, the researchers report online today in Science.
Although scientists have identified several sources of airborne salt bits, a number of
them are unlikely in this case, Pöhlker says. For one thing, potassium-rich particles often
show up in smoke from wildfires or fires used to clear land, but the team’s samples didn’t
include soot particles typically found in such smoke, and satellite images didn’t discern any
fires upwind of the site where the aerosols were collected. Second, the potassium-rich bits
probably didn’t come from salt spray above the Atlantic, which is located about 1000
kilometers upwind of the study site. Also, Pöhlker notes, the cores had a chemical
composition distinctly different from sea salt.
Evidence suggests the salty cores of the aerosols originated in the forest itself.
Previous studies have shown that plants and fungi release salts into the air, Pöhlker says. In
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particular, when fungi expel spores into the air, they also spew droplets that contain
carbohydrates and potassium and chloride ions. Besides the aerosols, the air samples that
the team collected over the Amazon also included large numbers of fungal spores.
Pöhlker and his colleagues “have found a new significant source for primary aerosol
particles, which will enhance cloud droplet concentration,” says Markku Kulmala, an
atmospheric scientist at University of Helsinki. “The connection between biogenic particle
emissions and cloud properties in the tropical rainforest ecosystem appears even stronger
and more direct than previously assumed.”
Because tropical rainforests have a large influence on atmospheric chemistry, the
biological activity and diversity of the ecosystem’s particle-emitting organisms have played
an important role in past climate and will likely do so in the future, Kulmala says. The
findings may also help explain how secondary organic aerosols form in other parts of the
world, although in many of those regions the cores of those particles are presumed to be
dust, soot, or manmade pollutants.
Intact forests crucial to Amazon ecosystem resilience, stable climate
https://news.mongabay.com/2017/08/intact-forests-crucial-to-amazon-ecosystem-resiliencestable-climate/
• Three recent South American studies emphasize the importance of intact forests to
healthy habitat and a stable climate — both locally, and at a great distance.
• The first study found that forest integrity is crucial for habitat stability and resilience.
Degradation makes it harder for Brazil’s Caatinga forest to recover from intensifying
drought due to climate change. Protected forests are more resilient against drought.
• Another study showed that intense land use change in central Brazil and northern
Argentina has resulted in the dry season becoming warmer across South America, with
changes in Amazon plant productivity 500 kilometers from the disturbed area.
• A third study’s modelling found that major future deforestation anywhere in the
Amazon will dramatically reduce rainfall in the Amazon’s southwest — accounting for
about 25 percent of the Amazon basin — and the La Plata basin.
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Treasuring the Amazon – Student Reading #1

The Last Stand of the Amazon
by Edward Docx1

Novelist Edward Docx has spent almost a decade travelling to the Amazon, watching as
multinational companies ravage the land he loves. Here is his heartfelt dispatch on the forest's final
frontier – still home to as many as 100 tribes of uncontacted Indians.

The lost tribe: a long-range aerial photograph of uncontacted Indians living deep in the Amazon
forest.
Photograph: Gleison Miranda/AFP
In the forest, there are no horizons and so the dawn does not break but is instead born in the trees
– a wan and smoky blue. I twist in my hammock. The total darkness, which has been broken only by
the crazy dance of the fireflies, is fading and now shapes are forming – branches, fronds, vines,
bushes, leaves, thorns, the soaring reach of the canopy, the matted tangle of the understorey. The
crazed clamour of the night – growls, hoots, croaks – has died away and for a moment there is
almost hush. This is also the only time of cool and I can see thin fingers of mist curling through the
trunks and drifting across the river beyond. A butterfly passes in the quavering grace of its flight.
Then, suddenly, the great awakening begins and the air is filled with a thousand different songs,
chirps, squawks and screeches – back and forth, far and near, all around. So loud and so raucous
and so declarative of life is this chorus that nothing anywhere in the world can prepare you for it. I
am camped deep in the Brazilian Amazon with my guide.
Like most people, the first time I arrived in the Amazon, in 2003, I knew almost nothing about it.
I had only a vague first-world notion of "deforestation" and this being bad. I did not know why,
specifically, it was bad, or for whom, or how, or in what way any of this actually mattered. But in a
place called Puerto Maldonado, a forest-frontier town in south-eastern Peru, a woman told me a
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story about a scientist who disappeared in terrifying circumstances. And I knew that I was at the
beginning of a long process of self-education.
In the past few months, the Amazon has made a return to the news for several reasons. In
February, startling aerial footage of uncontacted tribes on the Brazil-Peruvian border, brought to us
via the great Brazilian anthropologist, José Carlos dos Reis Meirelles, was released (you may have
seen the footage on the BBC's Human Planet). A subsequent letter from the Peruvian government
"recognised the situation of the peoples living in isolation and/or initial contact" and promised, for
the first time, that five new reserves for indigenous communities were "in the pipeline". We shall
see…
In March, three tribal leaders arrived in London to make their case against several huge
hydroelectric dams being built in Brazil and Peru, which they argue will force their people from the
land and threaten their way of life. And within the past few weeks, Peruvian security forces have
launched an unprecedented operation to destroy the unlawful gold-mining dredgers that are now
killing off river habitats by pumping up river-silt.
Part of the reason we struggle to understand the region is that there is so much to take in. And
because there has been some (partial) good news on the headline problem – deforestation – it has
faded in our collective consciousness in the past few years. So it's worth stepping back and
reminding ourselves of some of the fundamentals.
The area of the Amazon rainforest – roughly 2.3m square miles – is larger than Western Europe and
the forest stretches over nine countries: Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador, French Guyana,
Guyana, Surinam and Venezuela. There are approximately 1,250 tributaries that service the main
river, 17 of which are more than 1,000 miles long. The river is bigger in volume than its six nearest
rivals combined and discharges into the ocean about 20% of the total freshwater of all the rivers in
the world. Roughly a fifth of the earth's oxygen is produced in the Amazon rainforest ("one breath
in five" as a guide once put it to me) and more than two-fifths of all the species in the world live
there. You can find over 200 species of tree in a single hectare of Amazon rainforest and one tree
can be home to 72 different species of ants alone. Over its 4,000-mile length, no human bridge
crosses the Amazon river.
Ignorant as I was, the most surprising discovery when I first visited was that oil is one of the main
resurgent threats to the region. Since my first visit to Peru in 2003, the amount of land that has
been covered by oil and gas concessions has increased fivefold – almost 50% of the entire Peruvianowned Amazon. This means that the government has effectively sold off half of the rainforest it
owns for the specific purpose of oil and gas extraction in return for taxes, bonuses, royalties – 75%
is forecast by 2020.
Every time there is oil exploration, there is major disruption and destruction to the forest, starting
with seismic testing and following through with helicopters, roads, oil wells, crews and so on; each
development brings a chaos of unplanned settlement and more deforestation. And inevitably,
whenever oil is found there are catastrophic spills and accidents. A lawsuit is being brought to court
by members of the indigenous Achuar tribe for contaminating the region. Health studies have
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found that 98% of their children have high levels of cadmium in their blood, and two-thirds suffer
from lead poisoning.
There are hundreds of Indian groups from one end of the forest to the other – many of them now
enmeshed in legal cases or "integration projects" or other demoralising fiascos – but those that
most often capture international attention (ironically) are the uncontacted. There's some dispute
as to what exactly is meant by the term. Beatriz Huertas Castillo works out of Lima and (along with
José Carlos dos Reis Meirelles in Brazil) is one of the people who knows most about the subject,
having spent much of her life travelling in, researching, documenting and writing about the very
remote areas these peoples inhabit.
"The uncontacted are indigenous peoples," she explains, "who, either by choice or by chance,
sometimes as a result of previous traumatic experiences, sometimes not, live in remote isolation
from their national societies. There are at least 14 such tribes in Peru. We think 69 in Brazil. Maybe
100 in the Amazon area as a whole."
The best way to think about the remaining tribes in 2011 is to imagine a series of concentric circles,
all of which interact on each boundary. There are the tribes that stay on their own homelands in
the forest (or seek to do so), but who have regular relations with the outside. These retain a strong
tribal identity, but they are coming to know the world all too well; they will travel to fight legal
battles for their territories and their children will leave for the cities. Then there are a good number
of tribes (or parts of tribes) who have been contacted, but who have very circumscribed dealings
with the outside world; while no longer in isolation, these live (or try to live) as they always lived.
Then, in the heart of the forest, there are these few remaining uncontacted peoples. They may
have heard rumours from their grandparents, but they are among the handful of peoples left alive
on the planet who have next to no idea of what the world has become. They live as they have done
for thousands of years – before the internet, the world wars, the United States, the Tudors, Christ,
Aristotle or Abraham.
"I spoke to Mashco-Piro women when they were first contacted," says Castillo. "And they were
terrified of disease, of being slaughtered, of their children being taken into slavery. In the past,
every encounter has bought terror for them – they have no immunity to our diseases and they
were thought of as animals, even hunted. And now they see the loggers and the oil companies
coming in a little further every year. And for them it's the same thing so they flee into neighbouring
territories."
Then there's the ongoing damage caused by illegal logging, and of course the cocaine problem.
Besides the loss of the trees themselves, it is the incursions and what follows that have the most
impact. (Although it's important to note that there has been a victory of sorts in Brazil – the
mahogany trade, in particular, has been tackled.) It is estimated by the UN that coca plantations in
the area of the Peruvian Amazon increased by roughly 25% between 2003 and 2008. Leaving aside
all the other issues that swirl around narcotics, the way the cocaine base is prepared leads to the
dumping in the water of millions of gallons of kerosene, sulphuric acid, acetone, solvent, and
tonnes of lime and carbide. The extraction of gold is equally toxic because of the use of mercury.
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But it's what the explorer, writer and Amazon expert John Hemming calls "the bloody mess of the
dams" that is causing the latest round of acrimony, fear and dispute. A series of new hydroelectric
dams (more than 100 in total) are planned across Brazil and Peru, including the most controversial
of all – the Belo Monte Project on the Xingu river, which is intended to be the world's third largest
hydroelectric plant. It was to raise awareness of these that the indigenous leaders toured Europe
last month. These really caught me out. Surely a good idea, I thought, but, sadly, it's not so
straightforward…
The problems, as Hemming explained, are these that: they will flood the territories of the tribes;
the dams release vast amounts of the greenhouse gas methane, due to rotting vegetation; they
release all the carbon in the forest that is destroyed to make way for them; they bring further roads
and colonisation in their wake; they change the flow and run of all the river systems, which affects
untold numbers of aquatic species, not least the fish that so many people in the Amazon eat,
meaning that they will have to import more food, meaning more roads, more beef, and so grimly
on.
It is important to acknowledge that not everything is getting worse. Some of the campaigning in the
past 20 years has worked and there are cautious grounds for hope and good reasons to continue.
When, in 2006, I was in Manaus, the great river city right in the heart of the Amazon, I heard
contradictory accounts of progress and regression. Paulo Adario is a veteran ecologist who lives
there. He is probably one of the individuals to have done most in the service of conservation alive
today, and he is happy to bring me up to date.
"Since the 2004 peak of 27,000 sq km of forest destroyed, matters have improved with regard to
deforestation," he says, when I call him. "Last year we lost 6,500 sq km. You can say productivity is
better with cattle and with soya. We're seeing more yields in existing areas that have already been
cut. You can also say that the Brazilian government's approach to the uncontacted people is very
enlightened. And that – yes – the satellites have helped combat illegal logging: there have been
arrests and maybe we are winning the mahogany battle."
The 6,500 sq km lost last year is still an area more than four times the size of Greater London.
Adario is also very worried about imminent changes in the laws in Brazil, which will once again relax
the strictures against forest development. "They are going to send out a big message that if a law
does not work for you, then don't feel you have to respect it. Only an idiot would follow the rules in
the forest if all his competitors were making fortunes by ignoring them."
Time on the river is like time at sea. It's not measured in minutes, but in the way the light changes
the colour of the water. At dawn, there are mists and the river appears almost milky. By noon it is
the colour of cinnamon. And then, in the evening, when the trees seem almost sinister in the
intensity of their stillness, the low sun shoots streaks of ambers and gold from bank to bank before
the dusk rises up from the forest floor and the shadows begin to stretch and everything turns to
indigo.
One such evening, we went to visit a fisherman whose grandfather had been among the first of his
tribe to be contacted. His own sons were wearing football shirts and his eldest was training to be a
guide. Using his son as an interpreter, he put it like this: that the Amazon matters because right
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now it is where humanity – you, me – is making its biggest decisions: raw, hard, critical decisions.
We shouldn't think of these threats as "issues", but rather as daily actualities, real and kinetic and
witnessed – actualities that have an impact first on the lives of his children, but eventually on the
lives of ours, too. To have no view, I realised as I left, amounted to much the same as being a
hypocrite.
I am not much of an anti-capitalist, nor am I much of an environmentalist. Sure, I recycle, but in
some ways I have a great deal of sympathy for the governments of South American countries. I've
talked to their officials and – believe me – it's all they can do to stop themselves choking on their
fairtrade coffee when they hear people from Europe and North America telling them how to use
their country's resources after centuries of cutting down all of our own forests, exterminating
Indian populations from coast to coast and drilling for oil. And let's not forget that President Lula
actually reduced Brazil's poverty rate from 26.7% in 2002 to 15.35% when he left office in 2009 –
that's 20 million people's lives changed.
But the bottom line is certainly not a bank – it is communal human wellbeing in concert with the
rest of the species on the only planet we have – or are ever likely to have. Making profits while
endangering people's lives and livelihoods is immoral, and it is happening in the Amazon today. It
doesn't have to be that way. We can do better.
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Treasuring the Amazon – Student Reading #2

Amazon’s Fate Hangs on Outcome of War between Opposing Worldviews
by Sue Branford and Maurício Torres2

•

The battle for the Amazon is being fought over two opposing viewpoints: the first, mostly held
by indigenous and traditional people and their conservationist allies, sees forests and rivers as
valuable for their own sake, and for the livelihoods, biodiversity, ecological services and
climate change mitigation they provide. For them the forests need protection.

•

The second worldview holds that Amazon forests are natural resources to be harvested and
turned into dollars, an outlook largely held by wealthy landowners, land thieves, loggers,
cattle ranchers and farmers. For them the forests are there to be cut down, and the land is
there to be used for economic benefit.

•

The bancada ruralista agribusiness lobby now has overwhelming political power in the
Brazilian Congress and the Temer administration, which are pushing a raft of bills and
administrative actions to take away indigenous land rights, dismember conservation units, gut
environmental licensing laws and defund environmental protection agencies.

•

The great fear is that the collision of the two worldviews in the wilds of the Amazon will result
in escalating lawlessness and bloodshed against indigenous and traditional people, along with
significant environmental destruction. The loss of Amazon ecosystems could be catastrophic
for humanity, as the region’s forests are crucial for global carbon storage.

Indigenous leaders begin their protest at the pool in front of the Brazilian Congress this week.
Photo by Wilson Dias courtesy of Agencia Brasil

The Tapajós River Basin lies at the heart of the Amazon, and at the heart of an exploding
controversy: whether to build 40+ large dams, a railway, and highways, turning the Basin into a
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vast industrialized commodities export corridor; or to curb this development impulse and conserve
one of the most biologically and culturally rich regions on the planet.
Those struggling to shape the Basin’s fate hold conflicting opinions, but because the Tapajós is an
isolated region, few of these views get aired in the media. Journalist Sue Branford and social
scientist Mauricio Torres travelled there recently for Mongabay, and over coming weeks hope to
shed some light on the heated debate that will shape the future of the Amazon. This is the
fourteenth, and final, of their reports.

Indians suffering from police tear gas attack outside the National Congress on April 25, 2017.
Photo by Wilson Dias courtesy of Agencia Brasil

This week, police dispersed a peaceful indigenous protestin Brasilia with teargas and rubber bullets,
as more than 3,000 Indian leaders gathered to demonstrate against the Temer administration, the
Brazilian Congress, and new policies aimed at gutting indigenous and environmental protections,
and at opening the Amazon to land thieves and agribusiness. This newest battle is anchored in a
war of worldviews that is more than 500 years old.
“We, the people who live in the forest, are not poor. No one here has ever been poor because we
have the standing forest. All our history is in our standing forest. But without the forest, we are
going to be very poor,” Juarez Saw told us calmly when we talked with the Munduruku chief. He is
the leader of Sawre Muybu village, an Indian community on the middle reaches of the Tapajós
River in the Amazon.
Indigenous leaders, including several Munduruku chiefs, gathered in Brasilia this week for their
largest collective protest ever. They believe that if the “whites” continue with their reckless
destruction in the region, the entire Amazon forest will vanish. If this happens, Juarez Saw warned,
more in sadness than in anger, we will all suffer: “Just like us, the ‘whites’ will not survive the
devastation either.”
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Traditional travel in the Amazon.
Photo by Mauricio Torres

Rivers vs. roads
There are two main ways of traveling through the Amazon. One, by far the older, is by river and it
led over many centuries to the rise of indigenous villages, traditional communities and towns along
riverbanks. The other, far more recent, is by road. From the 1970s on, highways were cut through
the forest, and with them came a new mindset.
Three hundred kilometers to the southeast of the village of Sawre Muybu is the town of Novo
Progresso. It isn’t located on a river but on a ribbon of asphalt known as the BR-163, a key highway
linking Cuiabá, the capital of Mato Grosso state, with Santarém on the Amazon River. The road cuts
straight through the rainforest, and is a major conduit for soy shipped from Brazil’s interior to the
sea.
It is along this highway that many newcomers came in search of their fortunes, or at least
livelihoods. Some were peasant families, expelled from other regions because of Brazil’s
concentrated system of land tenure. They arrived in large numbers, each in search of a plot of land
to call their own. Another group — loggers, land thieves, cattle ranchers, farmers, adventurers —
came to strike it rich, or to get even richer, on Brazil’s agricultural frontier.
One representative figure of this second group is Agamenom da Silva Menezes, the spokesman for
the real estate speculators and big land grabbers in Novo Progresso, who has been in the region for
30 years, as he proudly told us last November. Agamenom believes that people like him are
bringing progress to a backward region.
His views stand in dire contrast to those of the Munduruku chief: “Brazil is poor because it doesn’t
deforest,” Agamenom told us. “The word, deforest, is a provocation. In fact, what is happening is
an alteration in the forest. The area isn’t left bare. It’s used for crops, for pasture, for something. A
planted forest replaces a native forest.”
Like many Amazon frontiersmen, Agamenom feels superior to the indigenous population and is
angered by any suggestion that they have any prior legal right to Amazon lands. In an
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earlier interview, he declared: “Not everything here is how they [the NGOs] think it is. Are we all
idiots? Stupid? Are we all river dwellers who eat vines and heart of palm?”

Commodities on the move on the BR-163.

Photo by Roosevelt Pinheiro courtesy of Agência Brasil

When worldviews collide
Juarez Saw and Agamenom exemplify the two major conflicting worldviews now at play across the
Amazon region, and we saw frequent evidence of these battling visions during our month-long trip
across the Tapajós basin.
The Munduruku regard the forest as the center of their world and the source of their material,
spiritual and cultural wealth. Agamenom and others like him see the forest as something to be
cleared away (at a hefty profit), to make room for large-scale agribusiness.
Taking the long view, deforestation, particularly on the scale it is happening along the Pará section
of the BR-163, makes little sense economically or environmentally, as it involves replacing a forest
ecosystem that is highly productive with another that is far less so.
According to geographer Carlos Walter Porto-Gonçalves, the Amazon rainforest annually produces
around 500 to 700 tons of biomass per hectare, while a hectare under soybean cultivation only
produces about three tons of biomass, despite all the energy input needed to farm it, including
chemical fertilizers and herbicides applied by fossil-fuelled vehicles. When it comes to cattle
ranching, which is practiced widely in the region we visited, the biomass output is even lower: just
0.5 tons per hectare per year.
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The Amazon rainforest is seen by indigenous peoples as having intrinsic value.
Others see it as a natural resource to be exploited.
Photo by Thais Borges

The mega-exuberance and abundance of Amazonian ecosystems — which are renewed annually
without any costly human input — is not only essential for the well-being of the people who live in
the forest, but it also brings big benefits to people around the planet. Scientists warn that the
forest as a whole is vital as a carbon sink to curb climate change; while many of the region’s still
unknown and unstudied plant species could possess medicinal properties able to combat diseases
and epidemics in the future.
It is, however, difficult to calculate in monetary terms the value of these and other ecological
services provided by the forest. But back in 2009 three scientists — Maria del Carmen Vera-Diaz,
Robert K. Kaufmann, and Daniel C. Nepstad — tried to do just that, with respect to the proposed
paving of the BR-163 highway. They had a stab at working out the benefits that asphalting the road
would bring to farmers, as compared to the costs (decreased biodiversity, increased fire risk, etc.)
that society would pay for the loss of the forest. This was their conclusion:
Paving the [BR-163] road… would expand the area where growing soybeans is economically
feasible by about 70 percent, from 120,000 to 205,000 square kilometers [46,332 to 79,150
square miles]. Most of this new area would be located in the state of Pará and is covered
largely by forests. A Cost-Benefit analysis of the road project indicates that the investments
in infrastructure would generate more than $180 million for soybean farmers over a period
of twenty years. These benefits, however, ignore the project’s environmental impacts. If the
destruction of ecological services and products provided by the existing forests is accounted
for, then the Cuiabá-Santarém investment would generate a net loss of between $762
million and $1.9 billion.
More recent scientific studies have drawn attention to another unwelcome consequence of
deforestation — a severe reductionin the length of the rainy reason. This, scientists say, will have
profound consequences for the climate of Brazil, and probably the world.
Yet all this is disregarded by Brazil’s powerful agribusiness lobby, which holds tremendous political
influence over the government. Agamenom and others like him expect to pocket the profits they
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make from rainforest destruction, while leaving society as a whole to grapple with the long-term
environmental and social costs.

Brazil’s large scale farmers and commodities companies (such as Amaggi), aren’t the only ones
likely to benefit from an agribusiness-friendly Brazilian government. International commodities
companies like ADM, Cargill and Bunge will also benefit.
Photo by Thais Borges

Past as prelude
Critics have pointed out that the worldview held by today’s capitalist entrepreneurs on the Amazon
frontier is little different from that held by the first Conquistadors who pillaged South America in
search of precious metals.
The most notorious historic case is that of the Cerro Rico mine in the city of Potosí high in the
Bolivian Andes. Huge amounts of silver were dug out there and shipped across the Atlantic, with
two major results: Spain was able to afford its seemingly endless wars against the English, French,
Dutch and Ottoman Turks. And an estimated eight million enslaved Indians and Africans died in
Potosi over a period of 300 years, killed in mining accidents, by lung-related diseases, starvation or
exhaustion — with most succumbing, on average, within six months of being forced into the mines.
A similar mentality reigned in colonial Brazil. When the Portuguese arrived in 1500, at least five
million Indians likely lived there. Tens of thousands died over the following decades, many from
European diseases, such as measles, smallpox, tuberculosis and influenza, while others were
killed by the Portuguese bandeirantes (fortune hunters) who wanted indigenous land and the
minerals that lay beneath it.
After centuries of massacres, indigenous communities and traditional populations managed to
make significant advances in the late 20th century. A turning point in Brazil came with the 1988
Constitution, drawn up upon the return to civilian rule, after 25 years of dictatorship.
Until then, indigenous reserves were areas where Indians were allowed to live temporarily, and
often tenuously, until they were ready to be “assimilated” into “national society.”
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Young Munduruku warriors. The Munduruku have made it clear to the Brazilian government that
they are willing to fight to preserve their claims to their traditional lands.
Photo by Mauricio Torres

With the new Constitution the indigenous population gained the right for the first time under
Brazilian law to exist as a people. They were legally allowed to keep their lands and continue with
their traditional way of life. More indigenous advances came in the 1990s, with the creation of a
considerable number of indigenous reserves, often covering huge areas.
In the 21st century also came a growing awareness among “whites” of the need to preserve the
country’s ecosystems — a goal largely coherent with the desire to create more indigenous
reserves. Infrastructure projects would go ahead but measures would be taken to prevent them
destroying ecosystems.
So, in 2006, after the decision was taken to pave the BR-163, an enormous area of conservation
units, covering six million hectares (23,000 square miles), was created to protect the Amazon
forest. Stricter regulation also led to an impressive decline in the rate of deforestation across the
region.
Many saw these government measures as half-hearted and poorly funded, but they were clearly
important steps that recognized the intrinsic value of forests and rivers, rather than seeing them
exclusively as marketable natural resources. Some judged that Brazil was entering into a new era of
greater tolerance and humanity, particularly after the holding of the UN Earth Summit in 1992. It
would be an era when exploitation and conservation worldviews would come into better balance.
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The Tapajós River runs through the heart of the Amazon. The government of Dilma Rousseff
planned to dam it and its tributaries with more than 40 dams. Recently, the Congress tried but
failed to approve the building of an industrial waterway that would utilize the dams and their
reservoirs to transport soy.
Photo courtesy of International Rivers

A rise in exploitation
Evidence in Brazil over recent years has shown clearly and repeatedly that this balancing of values
has largely stalled and begun to revert to its exploitive roots. The setbacks began with the first
Dilma Rousseff administration in 2011. She became notorious for her desire to boost economic
growth, whatever the social and environmental cost.
Her government authorized a series of large hydropower plants in the Tapajós basin, without
carrying out the “full, informed and prior” consultation required by the International Labour
Organisation (ILO). The pressing of these projects, such as the gigantic Belo Monte dam, not only
infringed on the fundamental rights of indigenous and traditional people living in the region, but
also made it impossible to hold open, democratic discussions about the economic, social and
ecological viability of the projects. Dilma’s mega-dam schemes also flew in the face of very serious
concerns by environmentalists.
Similarly, the paving of the BR-163 went ahead under Dilma, despite the warnings of scientists like
Carmen Vera-Diaz, Kaufmann and Nepstad who said that great care would be needed to protect
the forest and the valuable environmental services it provided.
The construction triggered a wave of Illegal deforestation on both sides of the highway, much of it
on public lands, and fuelled a dizzying escalation in the price of cleared land. This was largely
caused by the desire of ranchers to get their hands on deforested land, now that they could take
their cattle to market cheaply via the highway.
The surge in illegal deforestation was not only predictable, but had actually been predicted, but
Dilma’s government ignored the studies. This process continues today, with a huge spike in forest
felling around cities like Novo Progresso, as land thieves move onto public lands, cut the trees, and
seek to gain permanent control over vast stretches of land.
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Fires lit intentionally to clear land for agriculture along the BR-163 highway in 2014, a process that
reveals red-brown soils. A long line of newly cleared agricultural patches snakes east from BR-163
toward the remote Rio Crepori Valley. Extensive deforested areas in Brazil’s Mato Grosso state
appear in tan at the top of the image. The fires show the advance of deforestation into Pará state,
now second after Mato Grosso in terms of deforestation acreage.
Photo and analysis courtesy of NASA

While an alarming trend, many observers assumed that there were limits to what the land thieves
could achieve. Even though conservationists were sceptical of the effectiveness of the measures
taken to stop deforestation around major highways, like the BR-163, they thought that the great
advances made by the indigenous and social movements, many of which are inscribed in the
constitution, had created impenetrable legal barriers around conservation units and indigenous
territories.
Few thought that there was a real risk of going backwards on these issues.

An Agami heron (Agamia agami). The Amazon’s exceptional biodiversity will undoubtedly suffer if
the Temer government continues aggressively pressing its pro-agribusiness and anti-environmental
agenda.
Photo by Jorge Lopes
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Come the storm
Michel Temer’s government dashed these confident assumptions after it took over last year. Things
that had been bad under Dilma, got much worse under Temer. The bancada ruralista (literally
“rural lobby” and including the country’s agribusiness interests), already in control of Congress,
made its support for the impeachment of Dilma conditional on gaining key positions in the Temer
administration.
Together, Congress and the executive are now using their combined weight to launch an onslaught
on indigenous people, traditional populations and the environment.
If agribusiness interests are successful, it will be a huge blow — perhaps an irreversible and fatal
one — to many Amazon communities and to the ecosystems they rely on for life.
Over recent months Temer, agriculture minister Blairo Maggi, and the Congress have prepared a
vast legislative and juridical apparatus designed to remove the restrictions imposed by Brazil’s
environmental and indigenous laws and regulations. Repeated attempts to reach Brazilian officials
for comment for this series of articles went unanswered.
The government has launched multiple lines of attack:
Assault on Indigenous reserves: The very principle of indigenous territory is now being challenged.
The 1988 Constitution states that indigenous peoples have the right to own forever the territories
they have “traditionally occupied.” But legally delineating those “traditionally occupied” areas has
been a complex, on-going process, fraught with pitfalls. Many farmers, for instance, who have been
occupying indigenous land for decades, are understandably reluctant to move and have resisted
Indian claims.
As a result, some 30 years after the Constitution’s approval, many indigenous people have yet to
regain their rightful lands. Some squat beside federal roads, kept off their traditional territories by
fences. There have been many deaths, as powerful landowners use violence to intimidate the
Indians — making Brazil one of the world’s most dangerous places for indigenous populations, and
for environmental activists too.
Even so, few directly challenged the principle of indigenous ownership until recently. But with
Temer appointments, including Justice Minister Osmar Serraglio, a hard-line politician who is
outspoken on the curtailing of Indian rights, that has begun to change.
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Indigenous protests have a long history in Brazil. This one took place in 2014 in Brasilia.
Photo by Wilsonsterling1 Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license

This year, the government made it much more difficult to create an indigenous reserve. It claims
that indigenous groups already have too much land and is refusing to give the go-ahead to new
reserves, even when the protracted demarcation process is almost complete.
Critics say that the new procedure, which may be illegal, infringes the basic constitutional rights of
indigenous people and ignores the fundamental role they play in protecting the forest.
Attack on conservation: Congress, the most conservative for decades, appears to be catering to
land thieves and agribusiness by dismembering conservation units in the Amazon. It is currently in
the process of lopping off vast areas from the key mosaic of conservation units alongside the BR163. Two interim measures — MP 756 and MP 758 — will remove full protection from over one
million hectares (3,800 square miles) in a stretch of forest that is already under severe pressure
from land thieves.
In practice, the measures will allow these formerly fully conserved federal forests to be privately
owned, clear cut, turned into cattle ranches and intensively farmed.
It was President Dilma in 2012 who created the dangerous precedent of reducing the size of
conservation units by interim measures, administrative orders that made it easier to build large
dams. But the Temer government is now using the same manoeuver to dismantle conservation
units in many other areas. While legal experts argue whether such measures are constitutional, the
cuts could go into effect as early June — inviting an Amazon land rush, with wholesale
deforestation.
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Congressional approval of the dismemberment of Amazon conservation units, likely to happen as
early as June 2017, will open more than a million hectares of once fully protected forest to logging,
ranching, large scale farming, and private ownership.
Photo by Sue Branford

Working together, the executive and legislative branches are cutting the size of four conservation
units in Pará: the Jamanxim National Forest, Jamanxim National Park, Nascentes da Serra do
Cachimbo Biological Reserve. and the Itaituba II National Forest. They also plan to reduce the size
of other conservation units in other parts of the Amazon.
Gutting the environmental licensing process: If passed, bill 3,729/2004 will streamline Brazil’s
environmental licensing process for new projects, such as mines, dams and other infrastructure.
The deregulation, say environmentalists, will make environmental disasters more likely, such as
the one that took place in Mariana in the state of Minas Gerais in November 2015. There, an
industrial dam burst and 60 million cubic meters (2.1 billion cubic feet) of toxic iron ore tailings
were disgorged into the Doce River, killing 19 people and heavily polluting the stream for 530
miles, all the way to the Atlantic Ocean. It was the biggest single environmental disaster in Brazil’s
history.
The gutting of Brazil’s environmental licensing process could pave the way for mining and
construction companies to rape the Amazon basin, with major projects moving forward with little
government oversight to prevent or mitigate harm to aquatic or terrestrial ecosystems and wildlife.
The bill is currently being fast-tracked through Congress. It requires approval by both the upper and
lower houses, which it is expected to obtain.
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Agents from IBAMA, Brazil’s environmental agency, on a raid against illegal loggers. Major cuts in
the agency’s budget this year will decrease its capacity to enforce environmental laws.
Photo courtesy of IBAMA

Slashing environmental budgets: The Temer administration has made an unprecedented 51
percent cut to the budget of the Ministry of Environment, which will seriously reduce the capacity
of the country’s two most important environmental agencies — IBAMA, its environmental
protection agency, and ICMBio, the Chico Mendes Conservation and Biodiversity Institute.
Alfredo Sirkis, the executive secretary of the Brazilian Forum on Climate Change, told Observatório
do Clima that the cut was “very serious” and will “profoundly [impact] deforestation — and,
consequently, Brazil’s climate targets.”
Even before this latest round of budget cuts, the ministry was struggling with staggeringly
insufficient funding, which has contributed to the pace of deforestation in the Amazon, which has
increased in the last two years.
Officials are now in doubt that they will be able to carry on with forest monitoring and
enforcement. The budget cuts along with rising deforestation rates seem set to unleash an
exponential increase in environmental crime. Also, with less law enforcement, violence against
indigenous and traditional people living in the forests may rise to new levels.

Brazilian cattle ranchers stand to gain from the Temer government’s new agribusiness policies,
which — with the dismemberment of conservation units and the gutting of environmental licensing
— could trigger a land rush and major deforestation in the Amazon.
Photo by Rhett A. Butler
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The new Conquistadors
Almost all of these initiatives reflect the growing strength of agribusiness in the Brazilian economy,
which in turn has led to the mega-muscle of rural landowners and the bancada ruralista in national
and state politics. Land thieves and their emissaries in Congress and in the Temer administration
are now setting public policy, and creating new norms to legitimize what, under the rule of law in
the past, would have been seen as pillaging.
Now, with powerful allies in high places, wealthy farmers and land grabbers feel emboldened, to
the point that some are acting outside the law. We observed this new audaciousness throughout
our journey in the Tapajós basin, particularly in our interview with Agamenom, the president of the
Novo Progresso rural union. He openly boasted to us of his plan to send an illegal private militia out
to evict peasant families from a local land occupation.
We can’t put this too strongly: we left the region fearful of an imminent massacre.
Region-wide carnage hasn’t happened, so far. But on 20 April, armed gunmen tortured and killed
nine people, including teenagers and children, in the Taquaruçu do Norte settlement, in the north
of Mato Grosso, not far from the area through which we travelled. This horrific violence occurred,
despite a 2004 court ruling saying that the families had a right to the property. Ever since, land
thieves have pressured the settlers to leave, killing, torturing and imprisoning peasants in private
jails.
Though the incident has been reported in the Brazilian press, neither the federal nor state
government have reacted to it. It is unlikely that those behind the crime will be held to account. In
the last two years, Amazon violence has escalated, with 2016 seeing the assassination of one of the
region’s highest environmental officials right in front of his family. Increasingly, stories of
intimidation by marauding gunmen in black hoodies circling remote Amazon homesteads on
motorcycles are becoming a regional commonplace.

Indigenous leaders tear-gassed by police in front of Brazil’s National Congress this week.
Photo by Wilson Dias courtesy of Agencia Brasil

Never in the recent past have indigenous, traditional and peasant communities faced such hostile
forces. With their backs to the wall, they feel that their very survival may depend on their capacity
to organize and resist, and make appeals to the global community.
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That’s what brought representatives of more than 100 indigenous groups to the major protest
going on in Brasilia throughout this week. They’ve set up what they call the Acampamento Livre
Terra (Free Land Camp) in the heart of the city; only 1,500 indigenous leaders were expected, but
more than 3,000 arrived, making it the biggest indigenous mobilization in Brazil’s history.
On Tuesday, the Indians protested by trying to float 200 cardboard coffins on the lake in front of
Congress — the coffins represented recently assassinated indigenous people, 137 in 2015 alone,
according to Cimi, the Catholic Church’s indigenous council. The Indians were dispersed violently by
the police, who claimed that they were trying to enter Congress.
For the Indians, the welcome they received in Brasilia provided new evidence that the intolerance,
exploitation, violence and ethnocide they’ve battled for more than 500 years still hold sway. But
resistance during those many years of conflict have honed indigenous political skills and sharpened
courage. The arrows fired Tuesday in response to the tear gas bombs and rubber bullets are a clear
demonstration of the will to stand up to power.

More than 3,500 indigenous protesters are in Brasilia to protest the undermining of Indian rights by
the Temer government. It is the largest such protest in the country’s history.
Photo by Wilson Dias courtesy of Agência Brasil
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